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Pasta, as the most popular global food, 
is the food experiences influenced by 

local preference or it keep its original style ?
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Question
Whether pasta are made different in east and west according to the 
ingredients?

-
-

Whether the taste preference of pasta change due to the preference 
of local staple food?

Whether the visual preference of pasta change due to the 
preference of local staple food? 



Ingredient Network – IP 7.1
Elena Camuffo, Laura Crosara, Matteo Moro



Ingredients Network analysis - why?

The aim of our group is analyzing the ingredients that are used for pasta in 
three different countries: Italy, Taiwan and Japan, in order to give the 
following questions an answer:

Which are the most popular ingredients used for pasta in different 
cultures? Are these ingredients similar or different? How similar the 
eastern pasta is to western pasta vs. eastern noodle?
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Analysis Results - projected network

  

Average Distance 2.1389 inf (2.1778) 2.1625

Diameter 5 Inf (5) 5

Average degree 199.6295 138.1487 343.3074

γ 1.8134 1.7334 1.7059



Clustering Coefficients - projected network
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Robustness & Assortativity - projected network

ITALY TAIWAN JAPAN



Ranking - projected network
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Communities - projected network
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Link Prediction - projected network
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Link prediction - Bipartite network
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Robustness of new links



CONCLUSIONS - pasta networks



CONCLUSIONS - pasta & noodles



Flavor Network – IP 7.2
Federico Fiorenzoli, Aniello Xie





Raw data Translation Cleaning Merging 
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Query flavorDB
for each ingr.

Flavor profile 
from moleculas

Assign a weight 
for each recipe 

flavor
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Resolution = 1.0 No communities

Resolution = 0.8 FIREWORKS!

Only interesting thing: TOP5 FLAVOURS ARE ALMOST IN DIFFERENT 
CLUSTERS









“Westerns tend to use ingredients that share flavors to cook while
Easterns avoid foods that share the same flavors in their dishes”

...but is also true that filtering 
appropriately the flavours eastern 
pasta uses more ingredients than 

western



Color Network – IP 7.3
Giovanni Colotti, Daniele Lorenzi



Why analyze recipe colors?

We decided to use this different approach to try to find if different cultures 
have a preference for certain colors and to also see if it it is possible to divide 
the recipes in the 3 nations just by their colors

Which colors are more prevalent in the different cultures?

Is it possible to find the nationality of a recipe by its colors?



Colors-Recipes Networks
Bipartite networks: 
colors and recipes Projections of the networks 



National 
Datasets
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● Red, orange and yellow as the most important colors

● Main differences between Italian and Asiatic data sets

● Color processing and HSV (saturation and value) issues on Italian set



● Very homogeneous Italian network

● Main differences between Italian and Asiatic data sets

● Same color pairings for Taiwanese and Japanese recipes



● 2 communities: canonical and unusual 

recipes (colors)

● Size based on node importance

● No clustering based on recipes 

provenience

● Main colors hubs and other minors for 

each cluster



● Similar colors but very different 

ingredients

● Size based on node importance



Insights



Ingredient network
Pasta as new food or localize food?



Flavor network
Does the pasta flavor change due to the preference of local staple food?



Flavor network



Color network
 Is the visual preference of pasta change due to the preference of local staple food? 



Role of each participant in the project
★ DANA - SOCIAL ANALYSIS

IP 7.1
★ ELENA - SECOND PART OF THE PASTA NETWORK ANALYSIS, MATRICES BUILDING AND EXCEL TABLES

★ LAURA - FIRST PART OF THE PASTA NETWORK ANALYSIS, EXCEL TABLES AND CONCLUSIVE DIAGRAMS

★ MATTEO - DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE NOODLE NETWORK

IP 7.2
★ ANIELLO - DATA COLLECTION AND NETWORKS ANALYSIS

★ FEDERICO - DATA CLEANING, DATA PRESENTATION, REPORT AND POWERPOINT

IP 7.3
★ DANIELE  - COLOR SPACE AND PROCESSING, PAGERANK, SIMRANK, COMMUNITIES

★ GIOVANNI - COLOR SPACE AND PROCESSING,  COLOR ANALYSIS, NETWORK PARAMETERS AND ASSORTATIVITY


